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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that for a given r-dimensional linear sub-space L of the pro- 
jective space ~n the projection of pn from L to the projective space pn-r-1 is 
a ]Pr+Lbundle over l? n-r-1. Here we generalize this fact for a projective space 
bundle over a scheme (Theorem 3.1). This must be also well known. But I do 
not know an appropriate reference. 
When an anticanonical model X ~-* ~ of a quintic del Pezzo surface is given, 
by Theorem 3.1 we can associate X with a family of projections of l >~ from 
points parametrized by X. For a general point P E X, the image Sp of X 
under the projection from P is a marked quartic del Pezzo surface in ~.  There 
is an open set ~ of X such that a fine moduli of marked quartic del Pezzo 
surfaces is realized a closed subset S~ in the product :D × p4. In [HI, we have 
constructed a compactification f a family of quartic del Pezzo surfaces in a p4 
bundle over a quintic del Pezzo surface X with an Aut X-action. The family 
given in [HI is defined locally then glued globally by the Aut X-action. In spite of 
an explicit construction, I could not describe the ~-bundle structure xplicitly. 
As an application of Theorem 3.1, we give another construction of such family. 
In this case, the ~-bundle is ]P(~(1)x)  as expected. 
2. NOTATION 
We work on a fixed algebraically closed ground field k. Every scheme is defined 
over k. Let T be a scheme and Y be a T-scheme. For a coherent sheaf g on T, 
denote by gy the pull back of g over Y. For a vector bundle C on T, denote by 
(P(E), d~(¢)(i)) the associated projective space bundle with the tautological line 
bundle over T. 
Now fix a vector bundle ~" of rank n + I over a scheme S and let G = 
Grass(~', r + 1) be the associated Grassmann variety of r + 1 quotient bundle 
of 9 v [EGA, Ch. I, 9.7]. Let ~: be the universal quotient bundle of ~c,  then there 
is a short exact sequence of vector bundles 
0 ~M ~grc ,E  ,0. 
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It is well known that for a given r-dimensional linear sub-space L of the pro- 
jective space P~, the projection of II ~n from L to the projective space pn-r-1 is 
a ]~+l-bundle over pn-r-1. Here we generalize this fact for a projective space 
bundle over a scheme (Theorem 3.1). This must be also well known. But I do 
not know an appropriate reference. 
When an anticanonical model X ~-~ ]~ of a quintic del Pezzo surface is given, 
by Theorem 3.1 we can associate X with a family of projections of ~5 from 
points parametrized by X. For a general point P E X, the image Sp of X 
under the projection from P is a marked quartic del Pezzo surface in ~.  There 
is an open set 7) of X such that a fine moduli of marked quartic del Pezzo 
surfaces is realized a closed subset Sv in the product :D x p4. In [HI, we have 
constructed a compactification f a family of quartic del Pezzo surfaces in a l~- 
bundle over a quintic del Pezzo surface X with an Aut X-action. The family 
given in [HI is defined locally then glued globally by the Aut X-action. In spite of 
an explicit construction, I could not describe the ]l~-bundle structure xplicitly. 
As an application of Theorem 3.1, we give another construction of such family. 
In this case, the ll~4-bundle is P ( f~(1)x )  as expected. 
2. NOTATION 
We work on a fixed algebraically closed ground field k. Every scheme is defined 
over k. Let T be a scheme and Y be a T-scheme. For a coherent sheaf C on T, 
denote by Cy the pull back of 8 over Y. For a vector bundle £ on T, denote by 
(P(£), Op(e)(1)) the associated projective space bundle with the tautological line 
bundle over T. 
Now fix a vector bundle ~" of rank n + 1 over a scheme S and let G = 
Grass(~', r + 1) be the associated Grassmann variety of r + 1 quotient bundle 
of 9 v [EGA, Ch. I, 9.7]. Let/ :  be the universal quotient bundle of ~'~, then there 
is a short exact sequence of vector bundles 
0 ~.M ~'G ~E ~0. 
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Lemma 3.2. There is an exact sequence 
O~x(-1) ® MFx ~ 0~ --, OLx --+0 
so that L x is locally a complete intersection i  P x with the normal bundle A/'L x / ~" x
such that Af~Lx/ex ~- OLx(--1) ® A4Lx. 
Proof. By the following diagram; 
0 ~ .M~x i ~ ~'Px ~ £Px ~0,  
1, 
o~,~(11 
define the homomorphism c~:= j .  i e Hom(.Mp x, Oex(1)) ~ Hom(Opx (-1) ® 
.,Mpx,OPx). For an X-morphism g : Y ~ lPx, g*c~ = 0 if and only if there is a 
homomorphism s : £ r  -~ OPx(1)Y such that the diagram 
~'r ' £Y 
\ / 
Oex (1)y 
commutes. Hence g*c~ --- 0 if and only if the morphism g factors through Y -~ 
Lx ~ Fx. Therefore the sequence 
Op~ (-1) ® ~4ex -~ Op~ -~ OLx -* 0 
is exact. Since the codimension of Lx in ]Px equals to rank(Op x (-1) ® fl4~x) = 
n-  r, Lx  is locally a complete intersection and /ex  ~ ~x( - -1 )Lx  ® .~Lx  = 
Orx (--1) ® A'ILx. [] 
Corol lary 3.3. There is a locally free resolution of OLx 
0 --~ A"-r(Opx(-1) ® A4px) --+ A"-r- l(O~x(-1) ® AApx) 4 . . .  
• .- -~ OPx(-1)  ® MPx - ,  oPx -~ OLx ---, o. 
Proof. Take the Koszul complex of Opx(-1 ) ® A~iex ~ O~x. [] 
For the case f = id~ : P" -* Ii )", Corollary 3.3 gives a locally free resolution of 
Oa where A is the diagonal set of pn x ]I ~, which leads to the Beilinson's pectral 
sequences [OSS, Ch. II §3 Theorem I, II]. 
Let a : ~x --* I~z be the blow up of Px along Lx and put Ex := a- l (Lx)  be 
the exceptional divisor. 
Proposit ion 3.4. There is an X-morphism r : Px --~ Mx such that 
(1) ~r is a ]?r+l-bundle over Mx.  
(2) (~Npx(Ex) ~- (O~,x(1) [] OMx(--1))yx. 
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(4)  ,O x(Ex) ® 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, one sees that ~x C 17(C'~ x (-1)®.h4p x). Since 1?(Op x (-1)® 
• MPx) -- 1?x xxMx,  we have ~r : ~x "-+ 1?x xxMx --+ Mx the composition of 
morphisms. Since for any k-rational point x E X(k),  lrx : (~x)x --+ Mx is a 
1?r+l-bundle, ~r : ~x -+ Mx is a 1?r+Cbundle. Also by Lemma 3.2, one sees 
that OMx(1)Yx ~- Op(~px)(1)y x -- OYx( -Ex)  ® OPx(1)~x. Therefore we get 
(2). Since Ex = 1?(OLx(--1) ® MLx)  is a fiber product Lx  ×x Mx, (3) and (4) 
follow. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Proposition 3.4, there is the following exact commuta- 
tive diagram; 
0 ~ M~x , .~,, ~ £,~ ~ 0 
1 l 1 
0 , OMx(1)~x , C'~x(1)~ x , OLx(1)Ex , O. 
1 l i 
0 0 0 
Applying the functor w. to the above diagram, we get 
0 ) MMx :' ~MX > "~Mx > 0 
1 1 
0 ' OUx(1) ' ~r.OPx(1)y x ' £Mx , O. 
0 0 
Therefore G ~ ~r.OPx (1)y X. Since ~r : ~x ~ Mx is a Pr+l-bundle and 6 is a vector 
bundle of rank r + 2, we have Px - ]?(6). Since ~r.OEx (Ex) ~ f-~Mx ~ (~Mx (--1) 
by Proposition 3.4, Ex ~ F(£Mx) via the isomorphism Px - I?(6). [] 
4. A FAMILY OF QUARTIC DEL PEZZO SURFACES 
A quintic del Pezzo surface is a non-singular projective surface with very ample 
anticanonical line bundle whose self-intersection number is 5. Now fix an anti- 
canonical model X "--* 175 of a quintic del Pezzo surface. There are ten exceptional 
curves of the first kind which are all lines in 175 on X. For a point P E X, if P 
does not lie on any exceptional curve of the first kind, the image Sp of X under 
the projection from P is considered as a marked quartic del Pezzo surface [H, §3]. 
If P lies on some exceptional curve of the first kind, the image Sp is a singular 
quartic surface. In [H, Proposition 4.1, 4.2], we have given a system of defining 
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equations of Sp in pa and constructed a family of marked quartic del Pezzo sur- 
faces and its compactification i  a Fa-bundle over X with an Aut X-action [H, 
Theorem 4.3, 4.5]. In spite of an explicit construction, I could not determine the 
]Fa-buadle structure xplicitly. Here we give another construction of such family 
as an application of Theorem 3.1. In this case, the P~-bundle is lF(f~(1)x) as 
expected. 
Since Ox (1) = O~(1)x is the anticanonical line bundle and it is stable under 
the action of Aut X, Aut X acts on P~ and the embedding X ~-~ F 5 is Aut X- 
equivariant. Therefore there is a short exact sequence 
0 , A/Ix , Ox m6 , Ox(1) ,0  
with an AutX-action, where A/Ix = f~(1)x .  As in the previous section, put 
Fx := IP(Oex 6) -~ X x ~,  Lx := IP(Ox(1)) ~ X and Mx := ~(A4x), then Lx 
is the diagonal set Ax of X x X C X x Fs. Let Sx be the proper transform of 
X x X under the inverse of the blow up ~x --* Px along Lx and let Sx be the 
image of Sx under the projection Px ~ Mx. Then 
Theorem 4.1. The commutative diagram 
Sx ~ Mx 
\ / 
X 
is a compactification f a moduli of marked quartic del Pezzo surfaces over X 
w~th an Aut X-action. 
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